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PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

[77rze : 3 houn

I
I

MarksI Answer a// questions in one or two s€ntences. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Write down the SI units for angular velocity and angular acceleration
2. What is meant by escape velocity ?

3. State Ohm's law.

4. What is monochromatic radiation ?

5. What is nuclear fusion ?

(s x2 = l0)

pinr - s
(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer Nry five of the following questions. Each question canies 6 marks.

l. Derive the expression for moment of inertia ofa circular disk about
(a) a diameter (b) a tangent.

, 
T-":: the expression for rhe cartripetal acceleration of a body in uniform
clrcuar mouon.

3. Using Newton's theory of gravity, derive the expresion for the period of
an artificial satellite.

4' Dscuss the variation of accereration fue to gravity wirh altitde, ratitude
and deptlr.

5. With ilre help of a neat diagram explain the tlreory ard working of a moving
coil galvanometer

6 state Kirchhoffs laws and use these to derive the condition for balancing
of a Wheatstone's bridge.

7. Explain the principles and working of a typical nuclear power reactor. (5 x6 = 30)
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PART - C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answeronefu||questionfromeachunit.Eachfullquestioncaries15marks)

UNrr - I

n(a)Explainthetermmomentofinertia.Statethetheoremsofmomentofinertia.3

o) A disk of moment of inertia 1.5 kgm2 is initially at rest' It is acted upon by

a constant torque of 120 Nm for i s. Find the final angular momentum and

6
kinetic energy of the disk'

(c)Athincircularringofmass0.5kgandradius15cmisrollingataconstant
speed of 60 rpm. calculate its ioment of inertia, angular momentum and

total kinetic energy' 
6

On

v(a)whydoesacyclistleaninwardwhileridingalongacurvedpath?
Write down the relevant formula for the leaning angle' 3

(b) Five masses ml = 1 kg,m2=2kg'm3 = 3 kg' m4 = 4 kg and m5:5 kg

are amrnged along a line as shown in figure such that the separation between

adjacent masses is 0.2 m. Calculate the moment of inertia and radius of

gyration of the system about an axis perpendicular to the line of masses and

through the mass ml'

(c) A wheel starting from rest rotates with a constant angular acceleration of

Snrad/sz for 10 s. Calculate the final angular velocity and the total number

of revolutions it makes within this duration'

UNrr - II

(a) What is meant by escape velocity ? Derive dn expression for it.

(b) Derive the expression for orbital velocity and period of an artificial satellite

around the Earth.

(c) Given that the radius of the Earth as 6400 km and acceleration due to gravity

at the surface of the Earth, g = 9.8 ms-2' Calculate the value of acceleration

due to gravity at an altitude, h = l0 km. Also calculate the value of g at a

depthd=10km.
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3

VI (a) Discuss polar satellites and their us€s.

(b) Find the orbital velocity of an artificial satellite moving close to t'e surfaceo_f the Earth (Fint cosmic velocrty). ef* J",,f.t" ,t 
" 

o"noA(R = 6400 lan and g = 9.8 ms:i) -'- -.- I
(c) Find out the height 

" 
r"hi:l the acceleration due to gravlty becomes halfits value on the surface of the Earth. (R = 6400 l""i

Marks

J

x

Ur.rrr - III
(a) State Ohm's law and laws of combination of resistances. 3
(b) A long resistance wire admits a current of5 A when a potential difference

of l0 V is applied across it. If the wire is cut into tJo pieces of equal
length and connected to the same voltage source as a parallel combination,
tlren calculate the effective resistance. 6

(c) Three resistances Rl = 4C2, R2 = 6A and R3:l0A are connected as
shown in figure. calculate the effective resistance of the combination as
measured across the open terminals.

Oa

(a) With the help of a circuit diagram explain how Ohm,s law can be verified ?
(b) Strte Biot-savart's law and use it to derive the expression for trre magretic

field produces at the centre of a current carrying c'ircular coil.
(c) Given three resistances 6 e each. Draw the diagrams explaining how these

resistances can be combined to give lg e,9 e and 2 e.

UNrr - IV

(a) The photo electric work function of copper is 7.2 x l0-le. Calculate the
threshold wavelength. [Speed of light (c) = 3 x lOs msr, planck,s
constant (h) = 6.63 x 10-34 Jsl

(b) Explain clearly the concepts of photon, photoelectric work fimction and
tlreshold wavelength.

(c) State and explain Einstein's energy relation. Use it to explain
energy production in the case of nuclear fission and fi.uion.

(a) Explain the advantages of solid state lasers.

(b) With the help of a neat figure explain ttre working of He-Ne laser.

(c) Explain the characteristic properties of laser light.
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